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1 ABSTRACT 3

1 Abstract

In this thesis project the trade-off between ease-of-use and high recognition performance for
gesture control is studied. In many areas this trade-off is observed and this thesis proposes a
new way of solving this conundrum. During a pilot study it was determined that certain ges-
tures are more user-friendly (on subjective factors such as “easy to perform”, “easy to remem-
ber” etc.) while others yield a better performance during classification (while at the same time
receiving lower usability ratings). To try and increase the usability of the high performance
gestures an experiment was set up to test whether it was possible to train the user subcon-
sciously in performing the high performance gestures, while telling the user to perform the
high usability gestures. The results of this experiment look promising as a large increase in us-
ability was observed and the users learned to execute the high performance gestures correctly
without knowing they changed the way in which the gestures were executed. Nevertheless,
further research is required to determine exactly the effect size and increase the usability even
further.
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2 Introduction

The world of interface designing has changed drastically over the years. What used be thought
of as science fiction, like brain-computer interaction or natural language interaction with com-
puters, has already been applied numerously and successfully. Although much more research
is needed to create better working systems, a start has been made. Over the years gesture in-
terfaces have also become increasingly more important. Users are able to communicate with
computers and other devices simply by performing gestures; something which comes naturally
to us humans [4]. Not only are these systems used to reduce memory load for the user or to pro-
vide a more natural method of interaction, in gaming the use of gestures is becoming more and
more important. Games played with the Nintendo Wii, Playstation Eye and Microsoft Kinect
fully depend on gesture interaction. Also due to the increasing amount of smartphones, touch
gestures have become more important. Gestures such as “pinching” and “swiping” are used on
a daily basis by a vast amount of people. Because this technique has become more important,
further research is needed to improve the interaction the user has with the device. In this thesis
a new method for improving the interaction is investigated and tested.

Figure 1: A user performing gestures for interaction with the computer

In a lot of areas in Human Computer Interfacing (HCI) a trade-off can be observed; a trade-
off between what the user of the systems finds user-friendly and what can generate a high
recognition rate and performance. Examples of this trade-off occur in multi-modal systems,
as illustrated by research from Vuurpijl et al. [31]. In their experiment users had a preference
to speech-based interaction as opposed to pen-driven interaction. However, due to low perfor-
mance of the speech recognition system, users gradually shifted their preference towards the
other modality.
Another example of the trade-off can be seen in research by Goldberg and Richardson [35].
When designing a handwriting recognition system they developed a new font (called Graffiti
alphabet) in order to get a higher performance rating. Not all characters of this font were the
same as in the roman alphabet. Therefore some characters were less intuitive for users. Instead
of using the more intuitive characters, the designers chose for a higher recognition rate. Here
we also can see the trade-off between what the user wants (normal font) and what gives a high
performance (the Graffiti alphabet).
Finally this trade-off does not only occur in machine learning applications but in general in
interface design. For example in the world’s most used keyboard layout: the QWERTY key-
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board layout. Although for example the DVORAK keyboard layout would let the user type
more efficiently, the QWERTY keyboard layout is still used the most in the world, mostly due
to it standardization in offices and schools [16].

All these examples show a clear trade-off between what the user finds usable, intuitive and/or
easy to use on the one hand, and what can give a high performance and/or efficiency on the
other hand. In this thesis this trade-off will be explored in the field of gesture interfaces and
it will be tested whether it is possible to improve the usability of high performance gestures
by manipulating the user. By instructing the user to execute highly usable gestures and train-
ing the user implicitly to use the high performance gestures, it is expected that users transfer
their high usability ratings from the intuitive/easy gestures to the high performance gestures.
The trade-off is shown schematically in Table 1; after user-manipulation it is expected that the
subjective preference for high performance gestures has increased. Because the training will
hopefully go unnoticed to the users, the user still feels he/she is still in control. Users want
to be in control [14] and thus feel more comfortable, which in turn increases usability of the
system.
Although such a trade-off exists in other areas in HCI it needs to be investigated whether it also
can occur in gesture based communication systems. In this thesis the following research ques-
tion will be explored: “Can a trade-off between high usability gestures and high performance
gestures be observed?”. If this is the case, the main research question will also be investigated:
“Is it possible to increase the usability of gestures by subconsciously training the user to use
the high performance gestures which have a lower usability?”.

subjective preference classifier performance
high usability gestures + -
high performance gestures - +

Table 1: Usability/performance trade-off

2.1 Thesis overview

Firstly an overview of background information on gesture recognition and user manipulation
will be given (Chapter 3). Using guidelines and techniques from previous work, a gesture
recognition system was developed. This system is described and motivated in Chapter 4. An in-
depth description is given of the entire pipeline from the hardware and the raw data it provides,
to the classification process. To answer the first research question on whether it is possible to
observe a trade-off between high usability and high performance gestures, a pilot study was
conducted (Chapter 5). For this pilot experiment a specific gesture repertoire was designed to
create this trade-off and it was tested whether certain gestures actually yield a better classifier
than others and whether certain gestures are more user-friendly than others. Data was collected
during an experiment with five participants and their gestures were recorded to train classifiers.
Using the classifiers a system was created in which users can play a game of Mario by per-
forming gestures. This system was used as an interface to test the second research question
on whether it is possible to subconsciously train the user to perform the high performance ges-
tures. As part of the test (Chapter 6) participants played a game of Mario by executing the
high usability gestures. After a short amount of time, the system ignored these gestures and
would only accept the high performance gestures. Because the high usability gestures were
ignored, participants could not advance in the game and they were forced to execute the high
performance gestures, thus training the users subconsciously on how to perform these gestures.
Lastly the results and conclusions of this thesis will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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3 Related work

3.1 Gesture Based Communication

Gesture Based Communication (to be further called GBC) is a type of communication between
a user and a system, where the user uses gestures to communicate certain commands. These
commands can be either discrete (used for formulating certain actions such as ’Go left’) or
continuous (used for spatial information: ’Go to the place I’m pointing to’). GBC is most
frequently used in an environment where there is no possibility of typing or when other senses
are fully occupied [4].
GBC is a more “natural” way of communication; where using a keyboard or mouse is some-
thing that has to be learned to use a computer, gestures are a natural phenomenon among hu-
mans. For this reason using GBC should be easier and more intuitive to use than for example a
keyboard.
GBC can be achieved through three main types of methods. The first method is a camera based
system in combination with image recognition software to record certain aspects of posture and
movement of the user. The second method is a ’data glove’ system [4], where the user wears a
special glove embedded with sensors to capture hand posture and hand movements. And finally
there is the system which is most commonly used in smartphones and tablets: touch gestures.
With such systems users touch a touch-sensitive surface and these touch gestures are treated as
an input for the device (in a similar way as computer mouses provide input). These systems
require specialized hardware and are usually designed to detect 2D finger gestures. Generally
speaking, the data glove system is more reliable due to the large amount of sensors, but the
drawback is that the glove can be very expensive and usage demands preparation (by putting
the glove on) meaning that it cannot be used in any setting but only in certain locations. The
camera based system is more usable as it doesn’t require a start-up time where the user has to
put on the sensors and it is less susceptible to damage, while it also can provide full-body 3D
gesture recognition.

3.2 Gesture types

In the field of gesture recognition, there are two main types of gestures: dynamic and static
gestures [26]. Static gestures are gestures which consist of one position of the limb which
stays constant, while a dynamic gesture varies over time. Most natural gestures consist of dy-
namic gestures and are therefore an important aspect of gesture recognition [33]. The dynamic
gestures require a classifier which takes temporal changes into account. I.e.: not only the cur-
rent state of the limb is important to recognize a gesture, also the previous states of the limb
are important for successful classification. For example: a finger pointing to the right could
mean ’move to the right’, but a finger pointing to the right after making a circle could mean ’go
around’.
Because static gestures are a subset of dynamic gestures, dynamic gestures are inherently
harder to recognize than static gestures. Dynamic gestures consist of a preparation, a nucleus
and retraction [10]. Because dynamic gestures involve movement and not a particular stance,
one must carefully extract intentional meaningful gestures from the stream of all the other un-
intentional body movements and noise. This process is often referred to as the segmentation
problem as for each gesture, the precise onset and offset of the meaningful gesture has to be de-
termined. A technique used to overcome this problem is to have an additional classifier check
for large changes in hand position, if so: the classifier can start recognition on the current ges-
ture [23].

For gesture recognition there is no universal recipe on which gestures can be detected easily
or which gestures are intuitive for users. Due to changing contexts in which gestures are used
and the different meanings the gestures can carry [9], a lot of care has to be put into the design
process of the gesture repertoire. The most important usability aspect here is that users find
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the gestures they are using intuitive and easy to learn for the meaning they convey [11]. For
example, extending your index finger can convey the meaning “move the cursor to this point”,
while it could also mean “yes”. The former is intuitive as we use the same gesture in day-to-
day interaction, while the latter is less intuitive. The main reason why certain gestures can be
recognized more easily is that they are more distinct to the other gestures to be recognized.
The more distinct the gestures are, the higher the recognition rate [3]. Both the usability and
recognition aspects of gesture design therefore need to be taken into account when designing
the experiments (see Chapters 5 and 6).

3.3 Processing pipeline

To be able to transform the raw data1 from the gesture-capturing device to meaningful infor-
mation, a processing pipeline is used (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The gesture processing pipeline

3.3.1 Pre-processing

In order to train and test the classifier, one must provide it with input data. It is possible to
provide it with raw data, like individual pixels from an image. However this usually does not
result in usable classifications as minor variations in positioning and lighting yield very dissim-
ilar results. Pre-processing can offer a solution for this problem. Pre-processing encompasses
a range of methods which are used often to facilitate feature extraction. The methods include
mean-filtering and normalization for noise reduction [35], shape extraction (which can later
be analyzed by the feature extraction process), analysis of relative movements of the limbs
[23], line detection and orientational histogram construction [6]. Due to the pre-processing,
the signal noise has been reduced and data essential for feature extraction is available.

3.3.2 Feature extraction

By extracting certain global features that are more or less constant when repeating the gesture,
it is possible to extract useful information [6]. These features are then used as an input to the
classifier which can then map the specific features to the output space, namely the different
gestures which are learned by the classifier. An in-depth overview of feature extraction will be
given in Section 4.4.

1Refer to Section 4.1.2 for a detailed overview of the raw input data.
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3.3.3 Classification

Machine learning encompasses a range of programming techniques designed for computers to
be able to map input data to output data. In this case the input data is the hand position as cap-
tured by the camera system and the output data are the commands that the GBC system is able
to detect. For dynamic GBC, the position of the limbs vary over time. To recognize this move-
ment machine learning techniques that are time based are needed: i.e. they make decisions
based on the input they receive now and based on input they have received in the past. More
concretely: an algorithm is needed that can distinguish between a hand being in the left visual
field of the camera and a hand moving to the left. The former could both indicate a pointing
gesture as well as the person simply standing in the left visual field, while the latter indicates
movement to the left, thus probably pointing. Time based algorithms include Temporal Neural
Networks and Hidden Markov models [24, 5, 32, 1] but also the use of other classifiers (like
Random Trees, Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines) can be employed. When using
these other classifiers it is very important that the features include temporal data so the move-
ment instead of the position of the user is analyzed. These features should include velocity,
orientation and locational features [34].
More information on the different kinds of classifiers and their implementations can be found
in [30] and in [28].

3.4 Adaption and manipulation of user

Most techniques in improving the success rates of classifiers focus on collecting more training
data or on improving the classifier itself. The latter can be done by enhancing the preprocessing
stage, using better settings for the classifiers, more training (adaption to the user) or simply by
combining different methods (for example by boosting [29]). Interestingly, the focus in achiev-
ing better classification rates involves mostly adaption to the user and not so much adaption of
the user. In the latter the main principle is training, where the user is exposed over a long time
to the gestures and the user can practice until a high success rate is achieved. Although this
technique can work successfully, it forces users to spend more time in learning a system, which
can decrease user satisfaction and efficiency due to increased memory load. Even though a
small amount of training in using the system in usually necessary, a large training cycle should
be avoided. As stated earlier it is important for a usable system that memory load is kept
low by using intuitive domain-specific gestures [9] and easy-to-perform and easy-to-remember
gestures [11]. When taking all these factors into account it is possible that users feel more
comfortable and they can enjoy the GBC system more, yielding a higher usability rating.

Research indicates [14] that people are more confident (and therefore more comfortable) if
they have the feeling that they are in control, even if they are not. By letting participants
choose which gestures they wish to use for the experiment and then letting the users adapt
so they perform ’easy recognizable’ gestures, it is possible that participants still maintain their
feeling of being in control and therefore being comfortable, thus increasing the overall usability
of the system.
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4 Gesture recognition

In this section a description will be given on how gesture recognition for this project was
achieved. Starting at the hardware and the Software Development Kit (SDK) which provides
basic skeletal tracking, the segmentation of the gestures will be discussed as well as feature
extraction and classification which enables the computer to recognize the gesture which the
user performs.

4.1 Hardware

4.1.1 Kinect Sensor

For this thesis project a Microsoft Kinect Sensor was used, a state-of-the-art skeletal tracking
sensor which also provides facial expression recognition, speech recognition and sound local-
ization [37]. The Kinect Sensor was released to the public by Microsoft in November 2010
as additional hardware for their gaming console, the XBOX 360. In combination with certain
games made for the XBOX 360 it is possible to use gestures to control games with up to two per-
sons (although it is possible to recognize up to six persons, only two skeletons can be tracked
at the same time). Using the sensor users can play various dancing, sporting and other types of
games without a controller, simply using their bodies as controllers.
This dedicated piece of hardware has the following specifications [21]:

• An RGB camera with a resolution of up to 1280x960 pixels and a frame rate of up to 30
fps.

• An infrared emitter and infrared sensor for measuring depth information at a frame rate
of up to 30 fps (synchronized with the RGB camera). The infrared emitter sends out
infrared light which reflects on objects and is captured by the infrared sensor which
gives information on the distance to the objects in front of the camera.

• A microphone array consisting of four microphones, which can track where a sound is
coming from. This can be useful for multi-modal applications where multiple skeletons
are being tracked and voice commands are used in combination with gestures.

An overview of the Kinect Sensor hardware can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The components of the Kinect Sensor

It should be noted that, like any sensor, there are resolution limitations in the Kinect Sensor.
More specifically, research conducted by Khoshelham and Oude Elberink [12] indicated that
the spatial resolution of the skeletal tracking ranged between a few millimeters to around 4
cm, depending on the distance to the Sensor (with increasing distance yielding a lower spatial
resolution). This needs to be taken into account during the design of the experiments, as it is
desirable that the spatial resolution is consistent among subjects.
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4.1.2 Kinect SDK

Nowadays the Kinect Sensor is not only used for gaming purposes on the XBOX 360, but has
also become a popular tool in the scientific community due to its robust performance and rel-
ative ease of use [37]. Microsoft released on the 1st of February 2012 the Kinect Software
Development Kit for Windows [20] (to be further referred to as the Kinect SDK). This SDK
not only gives game developers but also researchers the ability to create new applications using
the Kinect Sensor. Working with the Kinect Sensor, developers are able to use high resolution
RGB images in combination with skeletal tracking (with a time-resolution of up to 30 fps), 3D
depth information and sound analysis, all in real-time.

The Kinect SDK can be used in the .NET environment in combination with the language C#.
Using this SDK, real-time skeletal positions and real-time RGB camera images of the user
standing in front of the Kinect Sensor are collected. The Kinect Sensor tracks skeletons by
determining on a pixel level to which body part each pixel belongs to, and it then infers the
joints from that classification [37]. This yields a 3D representation of each of the joints in the
human body. A total of 20 joints in the human body can be tracked [22, 19]. The skeletal
coordinate system is defined as follows:

• the origin of the skeletal space is defined at the Kinect Sensor itself.

• the x-axis measures any deviation in the horizontal plane.

• the y-axis measures any deviation in the vertical plane.

• the z-axis measures any deviation in the distance from the Kinect Sensor to the tracked
location.

The axes units in the skeletal coordinate system are measured in meters and the coordinate
system has been visualized in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The skeletal coordinate system of the Kinect Sensor

4.2 Segmentation

As the Kinect SDK provides a cascade of information, it must be decided what information
contains intended movement from the user and what can be ignored. The first step in this
process is segmentation: deciding from a large stream of information which frames need to
be analyzed and classified and which can be ignored. This section describes the way in which
segmentation was achieved.

4.2.1 Movement based segmentation

At a frame rate of 30 fps the Kinect Sensor is able to detect the exact skeletal position of the
user standing in front of the camera. During certain frames the user is executing a gesture and
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during other frames the user is preparing for the next command to give or is taking a break.
Because performing gestures involves users moving their limbs in 3D space, movement can be
used to detect when somebody is performing a gesture as opposed to that person standing still.
This technique has been used earlier successfully in segmenting gestures from noise [23]. A
classifier checks the history of skeletal positions and looks for large movements. If this is the
case, the user is currently performing a gesture and the skeletal positions need to be analyzed
more carefully for certain features after which a classifier can decide which gesture is most
likely being executed. If the movement classifier does not detect any large movements, then ei-
ther the movement has stopped or the user still has not moved yet, in which case the algorithm
can continue processing appropriately.

As is shown in Chapters 5 and 6, the gesture system will use arm movements to convey mean-
ing. More specifically, the path of both hands will be tracked for classification. So movements
in both hands need to be analyzed for the movement-based gesture segmentation.
Given a history size (in number of frames) Th, a movement threshold (in meters)Dθ,H the do-
main of hands (either ’left’ or ’right’), a domain of dimensions A (in this case: x, y, z) and the
position of the hand h in dimension a in time-point t noted by ph,a,t, the following condition
stated in equation 1 needs to be satisfied for segmentation to start.

∃h ∈ H,∃a ∈ A ||
0∑

t=−Th

ph,a,t − ph,a,t−1|| ≥ Dθ (1)

Please note that when calculating the sum of differences (for each dimension and each hand),
that difference between positions is taken instead of the square of differences, which usually is
the case. This is to account for noise in the signal. If a user is holding his/her hand completely
still, the Kinect Sensor will detect minuscule movements. If the square position difference
is taken, these minute movements will add up and possibly exceed Dθ erroneously. Because
noise is assumed to be random, the noise will tend to cancel out when adding the movement
vectors together. This will lead to a smaller sum and therefore makes it harder to exceed Dθ

which in turn makes false positives less likely.

In order for the “gesture onset” condition to be satisfied, movement within a time frame of
Th frames needs to be consistent in a particular direction for any dimension and for any hand.
Also note that not both hands need to move, nor movement needs to occur in every dimension,
so this segmentation algorithm is generic in the sense that it can detect movement in any di-
mension made by either hand.

It is essential here to minimize Th for the following reasons:

1. As explained above, movement needs to be consistent during Th frames in order for the
segmentation to start. Gestures tend to contain an angle or curve which lowers movement
consistency. When only analyzing a small chunk of movement history these angles or
curves tend to disappear and a better movement detection can be obtained.

2. The smaller Th, the better the time resolution is. This results in a faster responding
system, which is highly desirable.

On the other hand, a too small Th is also undesirable as it can raise the number of false posi-
tives. A small Th leads to a small Dθ which can more easily be exceeded by noise alone. So
a good trade-off is essential here. Via experimentation a value of 5 was deemed best for Th
with a corresponding value of 0.08 for Dθ. As the frame rate of the Kinect Sensor is 30 fp/s,
this yields a time resolution of 5

30 ≈ 167 ms for movement detection, which is fast enough to
detect gestures. Note here that the Th is taken into account when determining the onset of the
gesture and any executed movements in this time-frame are included during feature generation.
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The condition stated in equation 1 can be used both for detecting the onset (when the con-
dition is satisfied) and offset (when the condition is unsatisfied) in a gesture [10]. Once the
retraction has been detected one can continue to analyze the movement of both hands during
the preparation and retraction.

4.2.2 Starting position

Every time a gesture is executed, it is performed differently [33]. Especially with consecutive
gestures the variation might be very large, e.g.: when a user moves his right hand straight to
the right at shoulder-level, the gesture is different if his hand was previously pointing to the
upper-right than when it was pointing to the lower-right. This can be solved by using static
gestures (see Chapter 3), but due to the nature of this thesis in which the way the gesture is per-
formed will be manipulated, this is unsuitable. To minimize variation, gestures will therefore
be performed in the following way:

1. The user starts in the start position, a static gesture; a stance in which both arms are
“hanging loosely” straight down (see Figure 5).

2. The gesture is performed; due to hand movement in at least one hand, the segmentation
is started and the gesture is recored. At the end of the gesture, no movement will be
detected and the segmentation ends, yielding an array of skeletal positions.

3. The user moves back to the starting position. As the movement ends in the starting
position, the gesture, detected by the segmentation algorithm, is ignored by the system
and will not be processed further.

Figure 5: The starting position

To check whether the user is standing in the starting position the last frame of the segmentation
is analyzed to check whether both arms are in the starting position. The way in which this
is done is described by Equation 2, in which angles are being used to see whether both arms
are pointing downwards in the x, y, z-plane. In this equation J refers to the joints in the arms
(shoulder, elbow and wrist) and angleh,a,b(c) returns the angle of the joint-combination c on
side h (either left or right) in dimensions a and b.

αp :=
∏
h∈H

∏
c∈J∗J

ωh,c,x,y ∗ ωh,c,y,z (2)

where ωh,c,a,b = (1− (|angleh,a,b(c)− 180|/360))

In other words, Equation 2 takes every possible combination of limbs in either arm and calcu-
lates the deviation in two dimensions (first the x, y-plane and then the y, z-plane) of the limb
pointing downwards (180◦). Due to the fact that ωh,c,a,b is in the range [0 . . . 1] ∈ R, αp there-
fore yields a number in the range [0 . . . 1] ∈ R where a value close to 1 refers to a stance which
is (almost) equal to the start position (arms nearly at 180◦ downwards). During tests with mul-
tiple participants it was found that when a user was standing in the starting position αp was
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always larger than 0.5 with very little false positives and negatives, therefore 0.5 is a reliable
threshold for detecting the starting position.

4.3 Preprocessing

After the gesture has been segmented as described in Section 4.2, the gesture data needs to be
preprocessed to reduce noise [23].
A prominent method for noise reduction of the raw gesture data employs mean filtering [36].
The 3D position of the hand is averaged over time by taking the neighboring frames into ac-
count. During testing it was found that a window size of 5 yielded smooth gestures without
distorting the signal gravely2. A window size of 5 means that the preceding two frames and
the following two frames are being used for smoothing, as well as the original frame. The
smoothing is defined by Equation 3.

∀h ∈ H,∀t ∈ [2, tmax − 2] ∈ N, p′h,t :=

∑t+2
i=t−2 ph,i

5
(3)

where ph,t =

ph,x,tph,y,t
ph,z,t


In other words, the average hand position on any time-frame t is calculated by taking the
average x, y, z-coordinates from the time-range of t− 2 to t+ 2. This leaves the gestures a lot
smoother due to noise reduction. An example of this mean-filter being applied to a gesture is
depicted in Figure 6. Note that the resulting gesture is much more smoother and contains less
jitters, while still clearly showing the overall movement in 3D space.

Figure 6: Noise reduction (Equation 3) applied to a gesture.

4.4 Feature design

As the gesture has been correctly segmented and preprocessed, the features can be extracted
from the performed gesture. Feature extraction is one of the most important aspects in gesture
recognition. It gives the possibility to abstract from details such as exact hand position, spe-
cific positioning in the camera’s field of view and gesture length. Feature extraction returns a
summary of the kind of movement the participant is making. The most important aspects of
features [33] are that they:

2With an increasing window size the resulting signal will contain less detail which is undesirable, so an iterative
process was applied to test different window sizes with a window size of 5 yielding the best results.
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• are distinctive enough. Distinct gestures should yield distinct feature vectors. In other
words, there should be clear decisions boundaries for the different gesture classes. This
will reduce the classification error rate as the classifier can distinguish the gestures better
from one another.

• are insensitive to intra- and interpersonal variations. Performing the same gesture multi-
ple times might result in different measurements; however, the features should be robust
enough to deal with these variations and yield the same values for the same gestures.

For feature extraction there are two main options to follow: either create a very large set of
features from which the best features are selected or design the features specifically for the task
at hand.

4.4.1 Feature selection

This technique encompasses two steps: generating a large amount of features and then selecting
the features which yield the best classification performance. When generating the features some
very basic low-cost algorithms can be employed such as speed calculations, angular movements
and quadrant calculations (where it is determined in which quadrant each hand is during the
gesture movement). Also very generic algorithms can be applied to the input data such as
clustering, LDA and Fourier transformations [7]. It is even possible to automate this process
via feature generating software [15]. Although it may seem that an increase in the number of
features results in an increase of classifier performance, the misclassification rate could actually
increase due to the curse of dimensionality [7]. For this reason a subset of features need to be
selected in such a way that the recognition rate is maximized.

4.4.2 Specific feature design

Like the gesture repertoire, features depend on the context and on the recording equipment.
Features extracted from minute finger movements in sign language are very different from
features extracted from full-body movements. Also frame-rate and whether 2D or 3D vision
is used can influence the feature extraction process severely. There are no universal features
which can always be used successfully and the feature extraction algorithm should be built
depending on multiple factors such as the hardware, the task the user will be performing and
the gesture repertoire for the system [33]. Therefore, to increase efficiency and performance, it
was decided to design specific features for this thesis project.
Yoon et al. give some tips on how to create features for gesture recognition systems. They state
that there are “. . . only three basic features from a gesture trajectory: location, orientation and
velocity. . . ”3 [34]. Using these guidelines the following four features were constructed for the
gesture recognition system: the relative displacement feature, dimensional important feature,
dimensional component directional feature and the linearity feature. These are discussed and
elaborated in the following sections.

4.4.3 Relative displacement feature

The first feature is the relative displacement feature. This gives us information on which hand
is moving and how much. This is important as we need to know whether the left or right
hand is moving, or both. Also we should be able to distinguish between actual intended hand
movement and small unintended movements and noise from the Kinect Sensor. The segmented
gesture (see Section 4.2) contains N frames, each containing x, y, z-data of both hands. Due
to this structure, the total distance each hand has moved can be determined trivially with the
3D L-2 norm Euclidean distance measure Dh [30] as can be viewed in Equation 4.

3None of the features described in this chapter are locational features due to the fact that the specific trajectory
information and not the location is relevant for this thesis (as the trajectories will be manipulated).
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Dh :=
N∑
t=1

√
δ2h,x,t + δ2h,y,t + δ2h,z,t (4)

where δh,a,t := p′h,a,t − p′h,a,t−1

The feature Dh gives a good indication on which hand is moving and how much. However it is
susceptible to intra-personal variations. Persons with long arms will make a larger movement
in comparison to a person with shorter arms executing the exact same gesture. To account for
this difference Dh needs to be normalized so arm length does not contribute as a factor. This
can easily be done by dividing Dh by the length of the underarm of the user. The length of
the underarm can be easily calculated as the 3D Euclidean distance between the wrist joint and
the elbow joint and is noted as Dh,u. Therefore the relative displacement feature Dh,rel can be
calculated as in Equation 5.

Dh,rel :=
Dh

Dh,u
(5)

This feature is an example of a velocity feature as described in [34], since at given fixed frame
rate, this feature gives an indication of the speed of the hands.

4.4.4 Dimensional importance feature

Now that the relative hand movement feature has been determined, it is also important to state in
which dimension the movement is oriented. One can raise one’s hand or move it sideways and
still have the same relative movement feature. The dimensional important feature Dimh,a states
in which dimension the hand is moving mostly. For sideways movement the x-component will
be most crucial while y and z components are less relevant. This feature returns the movement
in a certain dimension as a factor of the overall movement. The dimensional importance feature
is described in Equation 6.

Dimh,a :=

∑N
t=1

√
δ2h,a,t∑N

t=1

√
δ2h,x,t + δ2h,y,t + δ2h,z,t

(6)

This will return for each dimension a number [0 . . . 1] ∈ R. If a movement is for example
exclusively in the z-axis then the corresponding Dimh,z will be 1.0 and the components for the
x and y dimensions will be 0.0. Also note that the sum of these components for a single hand
will add up to 1.0, so its magnitude is directly corresponding to its importance. This feature
is very resilient to variations in executions; it will yield the same value for different persons,
changing camera positions etc. as long as the gesture itself is executed in more or less the same
manner.

Note that this feature is independent of the relative displacement feature; if a hand is stationary,
Dh,rel will be very low but Dimh,z could still be 1.0 due to noise. It is important to combine
these features to get a representative overview of the movement.

This feature is an example of an orientational feature as described in [34].

4.4.5 Dimensional component directional feature

Dimh,a states whether a hand is moving mostly in a particular dimension, but this is not enough
information. It is also important to know in which direction the hand is moving to get a good
idea of the way the gesture is performed. For example: if the hand is moving mostly sideways
it is important to detect whether this is to the left or to the right as this conveys a very different
meaning. The DimDirh,a feature expresses the direction in dimension a by counting the amount
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of frame transitions in which the hand position in that dimension increases. More specifically
it is defined in Equation 7.

DimDirh,a :=

∑N
t=1

{
1 if δh,a,t ≥ 0

0 otherwise

N
(7)

In the x-dimension, movement to the left increases the x-value. So when a user executes a
movement to the left, DimDirh,x will be close to 1.0 while movement to the right will yield a
value close to 0.0. This feature is also impervious to variations in execution and gesture length
and will yield approximately the same value for the same gesture because it takes overall move-
ment into account and not specific positions.

Like the previous features, this feature is independent from other features and will also be
calculated for a hand which is not moving. In this case mostly noise will be recorded yielding
a value for DimDirh,a of around 0.5, as noise is assumed to be random. So again it is important
to combine all features together to get a clear view of which movement has been made.

This feature is an example of an orientational feature as described in [34].

4.4.6 Linearity feature

To test the hypothesis that certain gestures can be better recognized by the classifier than others,
while they are less usable to the user, a gesture repertoire has been designed in Chapter 5. This
repertoire contains two sets of gestures: in one set gestures contain a large arc, and in the other
set gestures are performed in a straight line. To facilitate distinguishing between these sets,
correlation is used as a linearity feature [2].
The correlation will only be calculated in the x, y dimensions, as linearity of the gestures is only
judged in these dimensions (as depicted in Figure 7 in Chapter 5, the straight line gestures are
defined by movement in the x, y plane and not in the z plane). Given x̄h and ȳh as respectively
the average x and y position of hand h during gesture execution; and sx,h and sy,h as the
standard deviation of respectively x and y position in hand h; then the linearity feature rh can
be calculated as in Equation 8.

rh :=

∑N
t=0(p

′
h,x,t − x̄h) · (p′h,y,t − ȳh)

(N − 1) · sx,h · sy,h
(8)

This will return for a completely straight line gesture a value of 1.0 and a value of around 0.0
for complete circles and noise. Also this feature is impervious to variations as it is a holistic
feature and its value is dependent on overall movement and not on details.

This feature is an example of an orientational feature as described in [34], because it is de-
pendent on the overall orientation of the gesture.

4.5 Classifier

As discussed in Chapter 3, there are several options in classifiers for this task: HMM, Feed
Forward Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks. The calculation of features will
take place once the gesture has been completed to reduce noise as overall movements are more
recognizable in the entire gesture as opposed to segments of the gestures.
Due to the use of holistic features it was decided to use a Neural Network (NN) [28] for classi-
fication as temporal features are not available in this set-up. For this project temporal features
could have been used, so HMMs or RNNs could have been deployed as classifiers, however
initial tests indicated that these features are expressive enough in combination with a Neural
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Network. Furthermore the aim of this thesis is improving the subjective usability of high-
performance gestures and not the performance of the classifier. Therefore the choice of classi-
fier is not relevant in answering the research question.

The next step is determining the networks organization: i.e. the number of input units, out-
put units and hidden units. The input units correspond directly to the amount of features, so in
this case there will be 16 input units; 2 Dh,rel features (one for each hand), 6 Dimh,a features
(3 dimensions, 2 hands), 6 DimDirh,a features (3 dimensions, 2 hands) and 2 rh features (one
for each hand).
In the main experiment, participants will be playing a game of Mario using GBC (see Chapter
6 for more information). Therefore the amount of output units equals the amount of commands
that can be given to the game (as each command is represented by one gesture). In a game
of Mario the following commands can be given: move left, move right, jump left, jump right,
jump straight up and stop moving; therefore the NN needs 6 output units.

In order to find the optimal classifier layout, it is good practice in machine learning to explore
different settings of classifiers before committing to a specific setting. To explore different
network organizations, the WEKA [8] machine learning toolkit was utilized which contains
a generic Neural Network model. This model can be fine-tuned for data collected during the
pilot experiment. A variety of different network organizations were tested ranging from 1 to
5 hidden layers and different amounts of hidden units. The best results were obtained using
a network layout of 1 hidden layer containing 11 hidden units. See Section 5.3 for more in-
formation on this testing. Because WEKA offers a large variety of settings for the network
and quick testing, it was used for exploring which settings yield the best results. The gesture
recognition system is written in the language C# and because WEKA is written in Java it was
decided to use a native Neural Network library [13] with the exact same settings. This prevents
compatibility errors and provides better integration and quicker computation.

The NN, implemented as a feedforward multilayer perceptron network, uses a sigmoid acti-
vation function to determine node output values and learns iteratively through the delta rule,
a specialized form of the backpropegation algorithm (see [28] for more information). The
settings used for training were:

• learning rate: 0.3;

• momentum alpha: 0.2;

• 300 training epochs.
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5 Pilot experiment

As described in the main research question (Chapter 2) it needs to be determined whether it
is possible to manipulate the user into performing gestures which achieve a high recognition
rate in the classifier, while still getting a high usability rating. In order to test this hypothesis
it first needs to be determined which gestures are more usable and if there is a difference in
classification precision rates, to see if the effect diminishes during the experimental condition.
Also the classifier needs to be trained on gestures which need to be collected first.
All these tasks will be achieved in a pilot experiment. First the gesture repertoire used for the
experiments is described, followed by an overview of the experiment set-up and this section
will be concluded by the results obtained in the pilot experiment.

5.1 Gesture repertoire

As the purpose on the pilot experiment is to see whether a trade-off exists between usable and
easy-recognizable gestures, the gesture repertoire must contain two distinct gesture sets so this
trade-off can be observed. The gesture repertoire is depicted in Figure 7. The gestures in this
figure were obtained from [25] and modified for use in this experiment. Similar images and
gestures were previously used successfully in an experiment by Meertens [18].

Figure 7: Gesture repertoire

On the first row, two gestures are depicted: the first is for conveying the meaning: “jump” and
the second is for “stop”. On the second and third row you can see the gestures which are used
for the following meanings (in order): “move left”, “move right”, “jump left” and “jump right”.
The second and third row contain the same gestures which only differ in the path from start to
end.

The second row contains “arc” gestures which have a large arc. This arc is made by fully
extending the arm and moving the arm upwards (until either shoulder height or pointing in a
45◦ angle upwards). This movement can be made by retraction of the shoulder muscle.
The third row contains so-called “straight-line” gestures as the hand will be moving in a more-
or-less straight line from start to end. This movement can be made by both retracting and
extending the bicep muscle and retracting the shoulder muscle.

These gestures were specifically designed to test whether a trade-off exists between usable
and easy-recognizable gestures. The reasoning behind these gestures is that the arc gestures
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should be more usable for users, because it only involves one muscle group and the arm is al-
ready in the extended position and remains so. Only vertical movement of the arm is necessary.
But because the gestures for “move left” and “jump left” (as well as their counterparts on the
right) are very similar to each other, due to the fact that the movement is identical apart from
the ending point, it is to be expected that the classifier will have more trouble distinguishing
between the “move” and “jump” arc gestures, thus decreasing recognition performance. On
the other hand, due to the fact that the straight-line gestures need multiple muscle groups to
be executed correctly, it is to be expected that users find straight line gestures less usable to
execute because they involve a more complex movement. However, the classifier should have
less trouble distinguishing between the “move” and “jump” gestures because they are not so
similar to each other.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Set-up

In an empty and quiet office the Kinect Sensor and a computer running the software were set
up. At a distance of 205 cm from the Kinect Sensor a cross was drawn on the floor were
participants were instructed to stand on (due to the variable spatial resolution of the Kinect
Sensor [12]).

5.2.2 Subjects

Five participants (two males and three females in the age range of 21 − 27) were asked to
participate in the pilot experiment in exchange for a bar of chocolate.

5.2.3 Approach

Beforehand, the participants read instructions on which gestures to perform and how to per-
form them and had the opportunity to ask any questions to the experiment conductor. Each of
the gestures depicted in Figure 7 was performed by the participant 12 times for a total of 132
gesture executions4. The order in which the gestures had to be performed was randomized for
each participant. An image on the computer screen indicated which gesture the participant had
to perform. After executing the gesture, the participant had two seconds to return to starting
position. Using the gesture segmentation technique described in Section 4.2, each gesture the
participant executed was recorded (a video was made of the gesture for quick visual inspec-
tion, the entire skeletal model during each time-point was written to a log file as well as the
features generated from them). The experiment was divided into three parts: in parts one and
two, 4 ∗ 12 = 48 gestures were recorded with the remaining 36 gestures being recorded in the
last part. In between parts, participants had a small break after which the experiment resumed.

At the end of the experiment participants were asked to fill out a usability evaluation which
asked the participant among other questions to rate each gesture on a scale from 1 to 7 on the
following Likert scales [17]:

• It’s easy for me to perform this gesture;

• It’s easy for me to learn this gesture;

• I can remember this gesture easily;

• I feel like I execute this gesture differently every time;

• I don’t have to think a lot on how to perform this gesture;
4Particpants were also asked to perform a crouch gesture, but due to the gaming environment in Mario these

gestures were discarded from the gathered data.
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• This gesture contains a complicated pattern;

• It took me a long time before I could execute this gesture correctly.

5.3 Results

After the pilot experiment was conducted, both the usability questionnaires as well as the clas-
sification results were analyzed.

5.3.1 Usability results

The questionnaires were analyzed to assess whether the arc gestures are more usable than the
straight line gestures (as was hypothesized). The results can be seen in Table 2. A ’+’ indicates
that the arc gesture was rated higher than the straight line gesture for the corresponding usability
dimension and a ’++’ indicates that this higher rating was in fact significantly higher for the
arc gesture as opposed to the straight line gesture (paired-wise T-Test; N = 5, p < 0.1). Each
arc gesture was compared to its counterpart straight line gesture. The average ratings for each
of the gestures can be viewed in Appendix A.

“move left” “move right” “jump left” “jump right”
Easy to perform ++ ++ ++ +
Easy to learn ++ ++ ++ +
Easy to remember + ++ + +
Consistent execution + + + ++
Thoughts on how to perform + ++ + +
Not complicated ++ ++ + +
Short time to perform correctly + + + +

Table 2: Pilot experiment usability results

Due to such a small N it is to be expected that not many results are significant; however, in
this case about 40% of the usability dimensions were found to be significantly better for arc
gestures. Also the average usability rating for arc gestures is higher for every single usability
dimension, which gives a good trend indication that in fact the arc gestures are more usable
than the straight line gestures.

5.3.2 Classification results

Before the classifiers were trained each gesture was visually inspected to ensure they were exe-
cuted correctly. Of all the 660 recorded gestures (5 participants each performing 132 gestures),
19 gestures were discarded after visual inspection. They were discarded for the following
reasons:

• The wrong hand was used for executing the gesture (3 times);

• The segmentation was not performed correctly (the participant did not start in the starting
position or waited too long to move back to the starting position) (7 times);

• An arc gesture was performed instead of a straight line gesture and vice versa (9 times);

Two classifiers (see Section 4.5) were trained on the remaining gestures, one for arc gestures
and one for straight line gestures. Each classifier also trained on “jump” and “stop” gestures.
A random selection was made; of each gesture type, 10 samples were randomly selected for
use in testing while the classifier was trained on the remaining samples. In WEKA [8] each
classifier was created 10 times with random weight initialization (as discussed earlier this was
a 16-11-6 NN with a momentum alpha of 0.2, learning rate of 0.3 and 300 training epochs).
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After training, each classifier was tested on the selected test samples with precision as mea-
surement.

The average arc classifier precision was 89.9% while the average straight line classifier had
a precision of 93.0%. This was found to be significantly higher (two-sample T-test; N = 10,
p < 0.01). Although this difference does not seem very large, it is a reduction of around 31%
of errors, so it is an important result.

5.3.3 Conclusion

As shown in this section, the arc gestures are more usable than the straight line gestures; how-
ever, the straight line gestures yielded better classification results than the arc gestures. The
hypothesis is thus confirmed that the trade-off between “high usability gestures” and “high
performance gestures” exists. Using this information and these gestures and classifiers the
main research question needs to be tested whether it is possible to increase the usability of the
straight line gestures by manipulating the user. This will be tested in the following chapter.
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6 Main Experiment

The main experiment was designed to test the research question whether it is possible to in-
crease the usability of straight line gestures, as it has been established that classifier perfor-
mance increases by around 31% when using these gestures. In this chapter the experiment
to test this hypothesis and the results gathered from the experiment are described. Using the
classifiers which are trained from samples in the pilot experiment, participants played a game
of Mario. They produced control commands via gestures on how Mario should move in the
game which were then sent to the game via keyboard commands. A screenshot from the game
can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: A screenshot from the Mario game

6.1 Set-up

Output from both NN classifiers are normalized to add up to 1.0. As the normalized output
can be seen as a probability distribution [27], higher output values correspond to a larger con-
fidence. During tests with samples obtained from the pilot experiment it was noted that the
gestures in the arc classifier often got a confidence value of around 0.7. This can be seen
clearly in Figurew 10 and 11 which compares the probability distributions of both the arc clas-
sifier and the straight-line classifier in the normalized output vector. To simulate even further
that the arc classifier has a lower performance, it was decided to ignore the output of the arc
classifier in 30% of the times, even if the users would produce a perfect arc gesture. Although
this ’error’ is simulated, it can be used effectively to see what would happen in the extreme
case of a classifier performing very poorly as opposed to a better functioning classifier (in this
case the straight line classifier).
In the experiment there are two distinguished conditions:

1. The participant is instructed to use the arc gestures and the arc classifier is used for
classification. As described above the output from this classifier is ignored in 30% of
the time (determined by chance), even if the arc gesture is performed perfectly. When
ignoring a gesture, the classifier will treat the gesture as a “stop” gesture. The user plays
the game for 15 minutes after which the program is terminated.

2. The participant is instructed to use the arc gestures and the arc classifier is used for
classification during the first three minutes. During these three minutes again 30% of
gestures are ignored. After these three minutes the straight line classifier is used for
classification. This classifier will only ignore the gestures the user makes if they are arc
gestures. This is to train the participants subconsciously how to perform the straight line
gesture. The reasoning is that users will notice that the system is not reacting and try
something different which may or may not work. By repeated execution the participants
are expected to learn how to perform the straight line gesture. This setting will be used
for the remaining 12 minutes.
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To determine a straight line gesture the formula in equation 9 is used. This basically
analyzes the straight line in the x, y-plane which can be drawn from start to the end of
the gesture and it counts how many frames are below this line. If the proportion is too
large (i.e. larger than 0.5), it is a reliable indication of an arc gesture and therefore will
be ignored. Two example of lines and their proph values are depicted in Figure 9.

proph :=

∑N
t=0

{
1 if slopeh · (p′h,x,t − p′h,x,0) + ph′,y,0 > p′h,y,t
0 otherwise

N
(9)

where slopeh :=
p′h,y,N − p′h,y,0
p′h,x,N − p′h,x,0

Figure 9: proph values for two different 2D lines

For the experiment a total of 14 participants participated (6 females and 8 males in the age
range of 20 − 26). As in the pilot experiment they stood on a drawn cross on the floor at 205
cm distance from the Kinect Sensor and were instructed on how to execute the arc gestures.
After 15 minutes of game-play participants were asked to fill out a usability questionnaire
similar to the one used in the pilot experiment and they were also asked whether they noticed
anything noteworthy during the experiment. Every executed gesture was written to a log file
for analysis. This included the original skeletal positions, a time-stamp, the feature vector, the
output of the classifier and whether the gesture was ignored.

Figure 10: The probability distributions of the arc classifier
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Figure 11: The probability distributions of the straight-line classifier

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Learning effect

To assess whether learning took place in the second condition, an analysis was made on the
ratio of ignored gestures in condition 2. This was done by calculating the ratio of ignored
gestures per minute for each participant.
Figure 12 despicts boxplots of these ratios5.

Figure 12: The ratio of ignored gestures in condition 2 over time. A ’+’ in the boxplot indicates
an outlier.

5The boxplot at minute x encompasses all the gestures between minute x (inclusive) and minute x + 1 (exclu-
sive).
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This figure is quite difficult to interpret due to the great intrapersonal variation in learning
times. A few interesting points can be observed:

• At 3 minutes there is a sudden increase in the ratio of ignored gestures. This is due to
the fact that suddenly arc gestures are being ignored.

• After 5-6 minutes a decline in this ratio can be observed leading to the lowest values in
minute 14.

A better view of this learning effect can be seen when plotting the average ratio of ignored
gestures over time. This can be seen in Figure 13. At 3 minutes there is a very sudden increase
in the ratio and after 5 minutes there is a steady decline in this ratio.

Figure 13: The average ratio of ignored gestures in condition 2 over time

Statistical testing indicates that the learning effect is significant (paired-wise T-Test, N = 7,
p < 0.05) when comparing minute 3 and minute 14. When comparing minutes 3-5 with min-
utes 12-14, the effect is even stronger (paired-wise T-Test, N = 7, p < 0.001).

An example of a participant learning how to perform the gestures is depicted in Figure 14.
It can be clearly seen that in the beginning the participant is making a large arc gesture, while
at the end he is executing a straight line gesture.
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Figure 14: Gesture learning effect. On the left a “move right” gesture performed in minute 1
and on the left a “move right” gesture performed in minute 14 by the same participant.

It should be noted that only one participant noticed that the classifier had changed and that his
gestures were ignored by the system even though he could use them earlier successfully. This
means that the change in gesture execution was not noticed by most of the participant and they
thought they still were executing the gesture as instructed.

6.2.2 Usability

To assess the usability of the gestures in both conditions a similar analysis as in the pilot ex-
periment was conducted. Participant were asked to fill out similar questions in both conditions
and the results can be view in Table 3. Recall that in condition 1 arc gestures are used and in
condition 2 mostly straight line gestures (participants are trained to use straight line gestures
after 3 minutes). As in Table 2, a ’+’ indicates that the gesture in condition 1 was rated higher
than the gesture in condition 2 for the corresponding usability dimension and a ’++’ indicates
that this higher rating was in fact significantly higher in condition 1 as opposed to gesture in
condition 2 (two-sample T-Test; N = 14, p < 0.05). A ’-’ indicates that the performed ges-
ture in condition 2 was in fact more usable than in condition 1. A ’0’ indicates no difference
(average rating exactly the same in both conditions). If the usability of straight line gestures
increased, it is to be expected that there is less of a difference in usability between the two
conditions. The average ratings for each of the gestures can be viewed in Appendix B.

“move left” “move right” “jump left” “jump right”
Easy to perform + + + +
Easy to learn 0 + + 0
Easy to remember + 0 - -
Consistent execution ++ ++ + ++
Thoughts on how to perform + ++ + +
Not complicated + ++ + +
Short time to perform correctly ++ ++ + +

Table 3: Experiment usability results

As can be deduced from Table 3, only 25% of the usability dimensions have a significant higher
rating for arc gestures as opposed to straight line gestures. Recall from the pilot experiment
that this used to be 40%, so this is an indicator that the usability of the straight line gestures
increased using the manipulation technique. Also, more importantly, in three dimensions there
was no difference found between the two types of gestures. In addition to this, two straight
line gestures were found to be easier to remember as opposed to the arc gestures. This would
actually mean an increase in usability (although this effect is not found to be significant).
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As shown in Table 3, three arc gestures (condition 1) received a significant higher rating on
usability dimension “consistent execution” and two arc gestures (condition 1) received a sig-
nificant higher rating on usability dimension “short time to perform correctly” (in comparison
to the straight-line gestures in condition 2). It is possible that these differences emerged due to a
bias of experiment set-up itself: it is to be expected that participants need more time to execute
a gesture correctly due to the training phase in condition 2. This also explains an inconsistent
execution of the gestures (this is actually very well explained by the fact that the participants
are learning a new gesture and an inconsistent execution is therefore to be expected). Further
research is needed to establish the exact influence of the experiment set-up on these usability
ratings, so it is possible that effect size of the proposed manipulation technique is even larger
than what now has been established. In any case, it can be said that in comparison to the pilot
experiment there is an overall increase in usability for the straight line gestures.
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7 Discussion and conclusions

7.1 Discussion

The results obtained in the experiment are very promising. Using this training technique was
successful in teaching users which gestures to use as users learned in a couple of minutes how
to perform the straight line gestures (without being told). Because the user was unaware of
this learning process it seems that they have not changed their opinion on the arc gestures and
were using this opinion to rate the straight line gestures. Even though the usability ratings for
straight line gestures in the main experiment are not as high as the usability rating of the arc
gestures in the pilot experiment, a large improvement can be seen as opposed to the straight line
gestures usability ratings in the pilot experiment. Therefore it can be said with some caution
that this technique was successful in improving the gesture usability.

However, the technique needs to be refined for practical use. As the unannounced training
started abruptly and all previously correct input was ignored without a warning, participants
seemed to get a bit frustrated on working with the system (in the first couple of minutes). As
they proceeded using the system and gradually learned how to perform the straight line gestures
the level of frustration decreased again. A better way would be to have a more gradual training
phase where users are encouraged to use the straight line gestures and are not “punished” for
using the arc gestures. This could be done for example by letting Mario walk more slowly
when using the arc gestures or setting an increasing delay time. Over time the arc gestures can
be ignored again using a probability density function depending on the time (the more time has
passed, the larger the probability becomes that an arc gesture will be ignored).

Another improvement in the system would be to use an even better segmentation algorithm
(for example with HMMs, in which segmentation is inherent part of classification). Due to
holistic features it was decided to employ a NN which is better suited for these features. Also
the classifier implementation was not essential in answering the research question. This did
imply that the segmentation must work robust and that gestures must start in the starting po-
sition to improve the ease of recognition for the classifier. A better and more intuitive way
would be to perform the gesture starting from the end-point of the last gesture. This would
save the laborious task of moving back to the starting position, especially when the classifier
misclassifies or ignores the gesture.

7.2 Future Work

Although the results are very promising some open questions remain in the effectiveness of
this usability improvement technique. For example, the usability results in the experiment in-
dicate that users felt they needed a longer amount of time before they were able to perform the
gestures correctly. Also they felt their execution of the gestures was inconsistent. Although
this can be explained perfectly by the experiment set-up, future research should look whether
these results are completely dependent on the set-up or whether the users actually felt that they
needed more time to learn the straight line gestures and that the execution was in fact inconsis-
tent due to gesture complexity, memory load or other factors.

Also only a single participant reported to be aware of the fact the system was ignoring ges-
tures which were not ignored before. None of the other participants reported this and were
surprised to find this out once they were told after the experiment. However, they did report
a longer gesture learning time. So it is questionable whether the training occurred completely
subconsciously or participants were aware on some level of what was going on. Future work
can help find out which is the case and what its effect is on the usability ratings.
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To get a better view on which factors are actually increasing the usability ratings it could also
prove useful to conduct a repeated measures test on usability. For example, a usability ques-
tionnaire is filled out after 10 minutes using the system (without any training), followed by 10
minutes of unaware training and another usability questionnaire. In this setup it will be easier
to determine what happens over time, especially because the questionnaire is presented to the
same user, thus decreasing the variability between the first and second questionnaire.

After the effect of the user manipulation has been studied further this technique could be used
for actual GBC interfaces and for example the gaming industry. In this case users could in-
dicate to the system which gesture they would like to use for a certain meaning, simply by
performing the gesture. On the computer-end of the system, multiple gesture repertoires are
available and it is assessed which gesture combination looks most like the gestures the user has
performed. If the specific combination of gestures yields a low recognition rate, the user can
then be manipulated into performing the gestures differently so the classifier performance will
increase. This can be done by selecting slightly different gestures in such a way that they are
less similar to one another and then training the user to perform these new gestures. In this
way users feel like they are in control which increases the usability of the system, while also
allowing for a decrease in misclassification rates.

7.3 Conclusions

The user-manipulation technique presented in this paper offers an interesting new way of in-
creasing the usability in gesture systems. Although more research is needed to determine the
effect size, the experiment in this thesis shows that straight line gestures were found to be more
usable when users were manipulated into thinking they were actually performing the arc ges-
tures. This new method can be used in others systems and can become part of the range of
techniques for improving usability in perceptive systems.
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Appendices
A Pilot experiment usability results

“move left” “move right” “jump left” “jump right”
Easy to perform 6.6 6.6 6.0 6.2
Easy to learn 6.6 6.6 6.4 6.4
Easy to remember 6.6 6.8 6.4 6.6
Consistent execution 6.8 5.8 5.0 5.4
Thoughts on how to perform 5.6 6.4 5.6 5.6
Not complicated 6.4 7.0 6.0 6.2
Short time to perform correctly 7.0 6.2 6.2 5.8

Table 4: Pilot experiment usability results for arc gestures (7 point Likert scale)

“move left” “move right” “jump left” “jump right”
Easy to perform 4.8 4.8 5.0 5.6
Easy to learn 5.2 5.2 5.6 6.0
Easy to remember 6.4 6.2 6.0 6.0
Consistent execution 4.0 4.0 4.8 4.6
Thoughts on how to perform 5.2 5.0 5.2 4.8
Not complicated 5.2 4.6 5.0 5.2
Short time to perform correctly 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.2

Table 5: Pilot experiment usability results for straight line gestures (7 point Likert scale)
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B Main experiment usability results

“move left” “move right” “jump left” “jump right”
Easy to perform 6.1 6.4 5.7 5.2
Easy to learn 6.1 6.2 6.1 6.1
Easy to remember 6.4 6.4 6.2 6.2
Consistent execution 4.1 4.2 3.0 2.8
Thoughts on how to perform 5.8 5.8 5.1 4.8
Not complicated 5.5 5.5 4.4 4.5
Short time to perform correctly 5.2 5.1 3.7 4.0

Table 6: Main experiment usability results for condition 1 (arc gestures, 7 point Likert scale)

“move left” “move right” “jump left” “jump right”
Easy to perform 5.5 5.1 5.4 5.0
Easy to learn 6.1 5.7 6.0 6.1
Easy to remember 5.7 6.4 6.4 6.4
Consistent execution 1.8 2.5 2.2 1.5
Thoughts on how to perform 4.8 3.7 4.8 3.8
Not complicated 4.8 4.4 4.1 4.0
Short time to perform correctly 3.0 2.0 2.5 2.5

Table 7: Main experiment usability results for condition 2 (straight line gestures, 7 point Likert
scale)
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